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Abstract

We analyze an explicit method for solving nonsmooth variational inequality problems, establishing convergence of the whole
sequence, under paramonotonicity of the operator. Previous results on similar methods required much more demanding assumptions,
like coerciveness of the operator.
© 2010 IMACS. Published by Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Let C be a nonempty, closed and convex subset of Rn and T : Rn → P(Rn) a point-to-set operator. The variational
inequality problem for T and C, denoted VIP(T,C), is the following:

Find x∗ ∈ C such that there exists u∗ ∈ T (x∗) satisfying

〈u∗, x− x∗〉 ≥ 0 ∀ x ∈ C.
We denote the solution set of this problem by S(T,C).
The variational inequality problem was first introduced by Hartman and Stampacchia [13] in 1966. An excellent

survey of methods for finite dimensional variational inequality problems can be found in [10].
Here, we are interested in direct methods for solving VIP(T,C). They are called direct because the solution of

subproblems at each iteration is not required. Iterate xk+1 is computed using only information on the previous point xk

and easy computations. The basic idea consists of extending the projected gradient method for constrained optimization,
i.e. for the problem of minimizing f (x) subject to x ∈ C. This problem is a particular case of VIP(T,C) taking T = ∇f .
This procedure is given by the following iterative scheme:

x0 ∈ C, (1)
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xk+1 = PC(xk − αk∇f (xk)), (2)

with αk > 0 for all k. The coefficients αk are called stepsizes and PC : Rn → C is the orthogonal projection onto C,
i.e. PC(x) = argminy∈C||x− y||.

An immediate extension of the method (1) and (2) to VIP(T,C) for the case in which T is point-to-set, is the iterative
procedure given by

x0 ∈ C, (3)

xk+1 = PC(xk − αku
k), (4)

where uk ∈ T (xk), and the sequence {αk} of step-sizes is adequately chosen.
Convergence results for this method require some monotonicity properties of T. We introduce next several possible

options.

Definition 1. Consider T : Rn → P(Rn) and W ⊂ Rn convex. T is said to be:

(i) monotone on W if 〈u− v, x− y〉 ≥ 0 for all x, y ∈ W and all u ∈ T (x), v ∈ T (y),
(ii) paramonotone on W if it is monotone in W, and whenever 〈u− v, x− y〉 = 0 with x, y ∈ W , u ∈ T (x), v ∈ T (y)

it holds that u ∈ T (y) and v ∈ T (x),
(iii) strictly monotone on W if 〈u− v, x− y〉 > 0 for all x, y ∈ W such that x /= y, and all u ∈ T (x), v ∈ T (y),
(iv) uniformly monotone on W if 〈u− v, x− y〉 ≥ ψ(||x− y||) for all x, y ∈ W and all u ∈ T (x), v ∈ T (y), where

ψ : R+ → R is an increasing function, with ψ(0) = 0,
(v) strongly monotone on W if 〈u− v, x− y〉 ≥ ω||x− y||2 for some ω > 0 and for all x, y ∈ W and all u ∈ T (x),

v ∈ T (y).

It follows from Definition 1 that the following implications hold: (v) ⇒ (iv) ⇒ (iii) ⇒ (ii) ⇒ (i). The reverse
assertions are not true in general.

Convergence of the scheme (3)–(4), is established in [1] assuming uniform monotonicity of T, and in [3] assuming
paramonotonicity of T.

We remark that there is no chance to relax the assumption on T to plain monotonicity, while preserving the con-
vergence properties of the scheme given by (4). For example, consider T : R2 → R

2 defined as T (x) = Ax, with

A =
(

0 1

−1 0

)
. T is monotone and the unique solution of VIP(T,C) is x∗ = 0. However, it is easy to check that

||xk − αkT (xk)|| > ||xk|| for all xk /= 0 and all αk > 0, and therefore the sequence generated by (4) moves away from
the solution, independently of the choice of the stepsize αk.

Thus, the scheme (3)–(4) fails to converges for arbitrary monotone operators. In such a case, an available option is
Korpelevich’s method and its variants, which perform a double-step iteration of the form:

yk = PC(xk − αkT (xk)) (5)

xk+1 = PC(xk − γkT (yk)), (6)

where yk is an auxiliary point and the positive sequences {αk} and {γk} satisfy some conditions. See, e.g. [17,19–21].
Other algorithms for VIP(T,C), less directly related to Korpelevich’s method, can be found in [4,14,23,24].

In this paper we will deal with one-step iterations, and thus we keep the paramonotonicity assumption. We comment
next on this assumption.

The notion of paramonotonicity, which is in-between monotonicity and strict monotonicity, was introduced in [6],
and many of its properties were established in [9,16]. Among them, we mention the following:

(i) If T is the subdifferential of a convex function, then T is paramonotone; see Proposition 2.2 in [16].
(ii) If T : Rn → R

n is monotone and differentiable, and JT (x) denotes the Jacobian matrix of T at x, then T is
paramonotone if and only if Rank(JT (x) + JT (x)t) = Rank(JT (x)) for all x; see Proposition 4.2 in [16].
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